Reflection Activity – Be in Ctrl Video

Optional Activity
Be in Ctrl Video
Reflection Activity

This is an additional activity which is suitable to use once
students have completed the three lessons. The purpose of
this activity is to review and consolidate learning from the
topics covered in the three lessons

To do:
Explain to students that you will review the topics
covered over the past three lessons on the crime of
online sexual coercion and extortion in an Irish context
using the Webwise ‘Be in Ctrl’ video (found at
www.webwise.ie/beinctrl). It follows the story of two
Irish teenagers, Michelle and Daniel, and how they
became victims of this crime.

No.1	
Play the Be in Ctrl video
(www.vimeo.com/289090948) for students.
After watching the video, distribute Worksheet
No.2	
4.1 to students and tell them that they will watch
the video again and answer the questions based
on the video. Go through the questions on the
worksheet with students before watching the
video a second time.
No.3	
Once the video has ended tell students they are
to write down their own answers to the questions.
Then, put the students in pairs and ask them to
discuss their answers with their partner.
No.4	
Get feedback from students on each question
and write this on the whiteboard. Recap on the
warning signs of this crime and how to get help
and report this crime to An Garda Síochána.
No.5	
Finally, distribute Worksheet 4.2, the What? So
What? Now What? Reflection activity card and
tell students they are to answers these questions
and reflect on their learning throughout the Be in
Ctrl lessons.

	— What?
What have I learned?

	— So What?
Would I follow this advice?
What do I know now that I didn’t know
before?

	— Now What?
How can I use this information to help me in
the future?
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